PIER DETAIL @ CORNER

PIER DETAIL @ MATELINE

GENERAL BUILDING INFORMATION:
DRAWING NUMBER: 52
FRAME TYPE: PERIMETER FRAME

www.modulargenius.com
(888)420-1113

MODULAR GENIUS
SMART CLEARING

U.S. GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL MEMBER

ASK ABOUT GREEN, SUSTAINABLE BUILDING OPTIONS

BUILDING FRAME
HARDWOOD OR TREATED
SHIPS AS NEEDED
DOUBLE STACK 8"X8"X16"
DRYSTACK CONCRETE
BLOCK
GRADE
24"X24" ABS PAD

CONNECT STRAP TO BUILDING THROUGH
-SLOT IN FRAME AND TO ANCHOR
1 1/4" WIDE X .035 GALVANIZED
TIE-DOWN STRAP, WORKING LOAD 3150#

AUGER ANCHOR INTO GROUND, 3150# WORKING
LOAD MINIMUM
MINUTEMAN MMA30
OR EQUAL
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